The University of Toronto is one of the world’s top research-intensive universities. It is consistently ranked one of the top public universities by the five most prestigious international rankings: Times Higher Education, QS World Rankings, Shanghai Ranking Consultancy, U.S. News Best Global Universities and National Taiwan University.

In addition, the university is located in the city of Toronto, one of the most diverse urban centres in North America.

In the Department of Applied Psychology & Human Development at OISE is home to the highest concentration of counselling, developmental, school and clinical psychology in Canada.

MEET YOUR FACULTY

World-renowned faculty in the Department of Applied Psychology & Human Development regularly teach & supervise across programs.

Faculty who regularly teach in the MEd DPE program are:

Dr. Anne-Claude Bedard
*Area of focus:* Study of impaired cognition in childhood mental disorders

Dr. Xi Becky Chen
*Area of focus:* Bilingual and ELL (English Language Learner) children’s language and literacy development

Dr. Todd Cunningham
*Area of focus:* Academic interventions for student-aged children who have learning difficulties

Dr. Michel Ferrari
*Area of focus:* Personal identity and how it develops in typical and atypical populations

Dr. Chloe Hamza
*Area of focus:* Promotion of mental health and well-being across the lifespan & the prevention of self-injurious behaviours

Dr. Kang Lee
*Area of focus:* Development of moral cognition and action with a specific focus on verbal deception, face processing and the development of social perception

CONTACT US

Program Inquiries: jennifer.cho@utoronto.ca

Department of Applied Psychology & Human Development
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
252 Bloor St. W
Toronto, ON M5S 1V6

@APHDatOISE
@APHDDeptOISE
THE PROGRAM

The DPE MEd degree is a program that offers flexible learning to those who want to build and gain further knowledge and reflection on research and practice in the areas of mental health and education, early childhood development/education and special education.

This degree is ideal for students working in the school system, early childhood education settings, special needs offices, tutoring children and other settings with children, adolescents and families.

OVERVIEW

Degree Earned:
• Masters of Education in Developmental Psychology & Education

Program Length:
• 1.5 years (including 1 mandatory year in Canada)

Degree Requirements:
• 10 courses (2 required half-courses online or flex mode and 8 half education courses at OISE).

CORE COURSES

Taught by world renowned faculty, core courses focus on:
• Mental Health Issues in a Global Context
• Special Education and Adaptive Instruction
• Learning Disabilities
• Emerging Technologies for Special Education
• Proactive Behaviour Management
• Adolescent Mental Health: An Examination of Risk and Resilience

TUITION

In 2019-2020, the minimum international academic fee for this MEd Degree was $56,595 CAD.
*Please note the 2020-2021 academic fee may vary.

ENROLLMENT

This is a highly competitive program with limited enrollment. Only applicants with a high GPA and overall outstanding academic profile will be considered.

More information on applying can be found at: https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/orss/Admissions/index

ENGLISH LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS

Evidence of English language proficiency must be demonstrated by providing satisfactory results of one of the following tests:
• Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL): paper-based, minimum of 580 (must include Test of Written English with a minimum of 5.0) internet-based, minimum of 93 (with a minimum of 22 for both writing and speaking components)
• International English Language Testing System (IELTS): minimum of 7.0 (with a minimum of 6.5 in each component) (academic version of test required)

RESIDENCE AND FOOD

On average, if living in rental housing off-campus, rent and food costs could total $15,000 CAD and up per academic year.

On average, if living on campus, residence and meal-plan or other food costs could total $8,000-$15,000 CAD per academic year.

WORKING IN CANADA

As an international student with full-time registration status and a valid Study Permit, you are eligible to work in Canada, with some conditions.